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Abstract

The production of biomass pellets involves different design- and process pa-
rameters of the pellet press, which affect the pellet properties and the oper-
ational expense of the pellet production. In the pellet press, the feedstock is
compressed and converted from sawdust into solid pellets. The die has to be
custom designed for each production site due to the different properties of
the feedstock used. The design of dies is partly relying on experiences from
trial-and-error processes, which may involve several design iterations before
the final design is developed.

The die design is correlated to the pelleting pressure, which is determined
by the friction between the pellet and the die. Typical problems with dies
are either that the pelleting pressure is too low to produce pellets with the
required density and mechanical durability, or the pelleting pressure becomes
too high. High pelleting pressure reduces the lifetime of the die and increases
the power consumption of the pellet press. In case that the pelleting pressure
becomes too high, the feedstock blocks the die and causes a time-consuming
shutdown of the pellet press.

In this thesis, existing pelleting studies are reviewed, and experimental,
and modeling studies of the physical processes in the die are performed, to
obtain a better understanding of the design parameters of the die, and how
these affect the pelleting process.

An extensive literature study shows that design and process parameters,
such as the press channel inlet, die area, die speed, and gap size between die
and roller, are rarely considered in pelleting studies. However, a few studies
indicate that these parameters have a significant effect on energy consump-
tion, and also affect the pellet durability. The literature study also shows that
the existing methods for calculating the pelleting pressure in the die’s press
channels are based on a set of equations that only apply for calculation of a
pure cylindrical press channel.

A 1D model is developed for calculating the pelleting pressure in press
channels with a conical inlet section, and experimental single pelleting tests
are performed for validation of the model. Simulations of the pressure con-
tours in press channels show that the peak pressure is located where the
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conical inlet meets the cylindrical channel, which also is where the wear of
the channel is most pronounced. In addition to the pelleting pressure, the
presented model is set up to calculate the feedstock density and the mass-
specific energy consumption of the pelleting process.

Further investigation of the press channel inlet is performed by using a
novel experimental method for analyzing the feedstock motion in the press
channel, and by setting up a Computational Fluid Dynamics model for sim-
ulating the feedstock flow. The analyzes of feedstock motion in the press
channel show that the conical inlet design of the press channel affects the
shape of the feedstock layers in pellets, which is shown to correlate with the
pellet durability. The analyzes also show cases of stagnant feedstock on the
die surface and in the press channel inlet.

A pilot-scale pellet press is set up for experimental testing, where the
thickness of the feedstock layer on the die surface and the gap size between
die and roller are investigated. The results show that the energy consumption
of the pellet press decreases, and the pellet durability increases when the
thickness of the feedstock layer on the die is increased. The test results of the
gap size between die and roller show that the energy consumption increases
and the pellet durability decreases when the gap size is increased. Hence,
the thickness of the feedstock layer on the die and the gap size between die
and roller are found to be important process parameters in the pellet press.

The mechanical behavior of biomass feedstock is studied via constitutive
modeling and experimental compression tests. The results of the constitutive
modeling show that the viscoplastic behavior of compressed biomass can be
modeled using an SLS Maxwell model, with two strain-hardening springs
and a dashpot. The coefficients of the model elements are shown to corre-
late with the energy that is required for compressing the biomass, while the
model’s dashpot work is lowest for pellets produced with small particles,
which also have the highest durability measured from the experiments.



Resumé

Produktionen af biomasse piller indbærer forskellige design- og procespara-
metre af pillepressen, som påvirker pillernes egenskaber og produktionsom-
kostningerne. I pillepressen bliver råvaren komprimeret og omsat fra savs-
muld til solide træpiller. Designet af matricen skal tilpasses specifikke pro-
duktionssteder, grundet forskelle i råvareegenskaber. Matricedesignet er til
dels baseret på erfaringer ved at prøve sig frem, hvilket kan betyde op til
flere designiterationer før et passende matricedesign er udviklet.

Matricedesignet korrelerer med pelleteringstrykket, som afhænger af frik-
tionen mellem pillen og matricen. Typiske problemer med matricer er at pel-
leteringstrykket enten er for lavt til at kunne producere piller med den på-
krævede densitet og sammenhængskraft, eller at pelleteringstrykket er for
højt. Højt pelleteringstryk reducerer holdbarheden af matricen og øger ener-
giforbruget af pillepressen. I tilfælde af at pelleteringstrykket bliver for højt,
blokeres matricen af råvaren og forårsager et tidskrævende driftsstop af pil-
lepressen.

I denne afhandling er eksisterende pelleteringsstudier gennemgået samt
eksperimentelle og modelleringsstudier af de fysiske processer i matricen
er foretaget, for at opnå en bedre forståelse af matricens designparametre,
og hvordan disse påvirker pelleteringsprocessen. Et grundigt litteraturstudie
viser at design- og procesparametre, såsom pressekanalens indløb, matrice
areal, matrice hastighed og afstanden mellem matrice og rulle sjældent er
betragtet i pelleteringsstudier. Dog har enkelte studier vist at disse parametre
har en signifikant effekt på energiforbruget, og samtidig påvirker pillernes
sammenhængskraft. Litteraturstudiet viser også at de eksisterende metoder
til at beregne pelleteringstrykket i pressekanaler er baseret på et sæt ligninger,
som er begrænset til beregning for en cylindrisk pressekanal.

En 1D model er blevet udviklet for at beregne pelleteringstrykket i pres-
sekanaler med et konisk indløb, og eksperimentelle enkeltpelleteringsforsøg
er blevet udført til validering af modellen. Simuleringer af trykkonturerne
viser at det højeste tryk er i overgangen mellem det koniske indløb og den
cylindriske del af pressekanalen, hvilket også er her at sliddet af kanalen er
koncentreret. Ud over pelleteringstrykket, er den præsenterede model sat op
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til at beregne råvaredensiteten og det massespecifikke energiforbrug.
Videre undersøgelse af pressekanalens indløb er udført med en ny ekspe-

rimentel metode til at analysere råvarens bevægelse i pressekanalen, og ved
at opsætte en Computational Fluid Dynamics model til at simulere råvare-
strømningen. Analyserne af råvarestrømning i pressekanalen viser at koniske
indløbsdesign påvirker formen af råvarelagene i piller, hvilke er påvist at kor-
relere med pillernes sammenhængskraft. Analyserne viser også tilfælde med
stillestående råvare på matricens overflade og i indløbet af pressekanalen.

En pilotskala pillepresse er blevet opstillet til eksperimentel test, hvor
lagtykkelsen af råvaren på matriceoverfladen og afstanden mellem matrice
og rulle er blevet undersøgt. Resultaterne af testene viser at energiforbruget
af pillepressen falder, og pillernes sammenhængskraft stiger, når lagtykkel-
sen af råvaren på matricen forøges. Testresultaterne af afstanden mellem ma-
trice og rulle viser at energiforbruget stiger, og pillernes sammenhængskraft
falder, når afstanden forøges. Dermed er lagtykkelsen af råvaren på matricen
samt afstanden mellem matrice og rulle påvist at være vigtige procesparame-
tre i pelletpressen.

De mekaniske egenskaber af biomasse er undersøgt via konstitutiv mo-
dellering og eksperimentelle kompressionstests. Resultaterne af den konsti-
tutive modellering viser, at de visko-plastiske egenskaber af komprimeret
biomasse kan modelleres med en SLS Maxwell model, med to tøjningssti-
vende fjedre og en dæmper. Modellens elementkoefficienter er påvist at kor-
relere med energien, der er påkrævet til at komprimere biomassen, mens at
dæmperarbejdet i modellen er lavest for piller produceret med små partikler,
hvilke også har den højeste sammenhængskraft målt i eksperimenterne.
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Nomenclature

β Press channel inlet angle [◦]

∆t Time step [s]

γ̇ Shear rate [1/s]

γ̇c Critical shear rate [1/s]

ṁ Mass flow rate [kg/s]

ε Strain [−]

ε1 Strain of system 1 in the SLS model [−]

ε2 Strain of system 2 in the SLS model [−]

εs2 Strain of spring 2 in the SLS model [−]

η non-Newtonian viscosity [Pa · s]

µ Viscosity [Pa · s]

µw Coefficient of friction [−]

ν Poisson’s ratio [−]

ωd Rotational frequency of the die [1/s]

φs Solid ratio [−]

φv Void ratio [−]

ρ Density [kg/m3]

ρb Bulk density [kg/m3]

ρs Density of the solid spring [kg/m3]

σ Stress [Pa]
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Nomenclature

σ1 Stress of system 1 in the SLS model [Pa]

σ2 Stress of system 2 in the SLS model [Pa]

τ0 Yield stress [Pa]

τw Wall shear stress [Pa]

a Empirical coefficient [kg]

Aa Cross-sectional area of the press channel [m2]

Ar Area of the press channel wall [m2]

Ad Area of the die’s inner surface [m2]

AR Ratio of active and transition area to the total surface area of the die
[−]

D Press channel diameter [m]

Ec Compression energy [J]

E1−2 Spring modulus [Pa]

Fp Pelleting force, static [N]

Fr Radial force [N]

F0 Outlet or initial resistance force [N]

Fµ Friction force [N]

Fe Pelleting force, kinetic [N]

Frn Radial force component acting normal to the die wall [N]

Frp Radial force component acting parallel to the die wall [N]

h Countersink inlet depth [m]

h f Thickness of the feedstock layer [m]

h f c Thickness of the compressed feedstock layer [m]

kr Ratio of axial to lateral stress [−]

k1−3 Empirical coefficients

L Press channel length [m]

m f Mass of the feedstock layer [kg]
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Nomenclature

N Number of elements [−]

n Element number [−]

Nr Number of rollers in the pellet press [−]

Nch Number of press channels in the die [−]

p Pressure [Pa]

Pc Compression pressure [Pa]

PNo Prestressing pressure [Pa]

Pp Pelleting pressure [Pa]

Px Local pelleting pressure [Pa]

r Radial axis of the press channel [−]

T Temperature [°C]

t Time [s]

v Specific volume [m3/kg]

v1 Initial specific volume [m3/kg]

v2 Final specific volume [m3/kg]

vr Axial velocity in the press channel [m/s]

vz Radial velocity in the press channel [m/s]

w Mass-specific energy [J/kg]

wc Mass-specific compression energy [J/kg]

wµ Mass-specific friction energy [J/kg]

x Position in the press channel [m]

xe Position of the press stop [m]

xp Position for the static pelleting force [m]

x1−2 Spring coefficients [Pa]

z Longitudinal axis of the press channel [−]

Wµ Frictional power dissipation [W]
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter presents the motivation of this study and brief introduction to the
biomass pelleting process. It also presents the main objectives of this work together
with an outline of the papers included in the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

The global consumption of wood pellets experiences massive growth, and
the production has more than doubled in five years, from 24.9 Mt in 2013 it
reached 55.7 Mt in 2018, and is expected to continue increasing [1, 2]. The
main reason for the increasing pellet production is due to the replacement
of fossil fuels with biofuels, where political initiatives and economic viability
are the main drivers of the transition [3]. In the European Union, biomass
is foreseen to play an essential role in obtaining the target of 27% renewable
energy by 2030 [4, 5]. Also, in Japan and South Korea, the consumption of
wood pellets is rapidly increasing due to government initiatives such as the
Renewable Portfolio Standard and the Feed-in Tariff [6, 7].

In the supply chain costs for wood pellets, pellet plants are associated
with a high Operating Expense (OPEX), and together with the feedstock cost,
these are the most expensive parts of the supply chain [8]. For the pellet press
itself, the OPEX is mainly based on the electrical power consumption and the
maintenance cost to wear parts as dies and rollers [9]. Due to differences in
feedstock species, particle size, and process conditions as temperature and
moisture content, the design of the pellet press die needs to be fitted to each
production site. In the industry, the design of dies is somewhat relying on ex-
periences from trial-and-error processes, where the optimal die should facil-
itate a low energy consumption while maintaining the production of quality
pellets that fulfills the international standards or certifications [10, 11].

Specifying a die for a new production site or a new feedstock may involve
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Chapter 1. Introduction

several design iterations before a final die design is developed. The friction
between the pellet and the die determines the pelleting pressure. Typical
problems with dies are either that the pelleting pressure is insufficient to
produce pellets with the required density and mechanical durability, or the
pelleting pressure becomes too high. High pelleting pressure decreases the
lifetime of the die and rollers and increases the power consumption of the
pellet press [12], which increase the OPEX. In case that the pelleting pressure
becomes too high, the die blocks and cause a time-consuming shutdown of
the pellet press.

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this project are as follows:

• Obtain a better understanding of the design parameters of the die and
how these affect the pelleting process.

• Develop a model that is capable of solving the pelleting pressure and
energy consumption in the die, which can be used when designing new
dies and may reduce the lead time for designing feedstock-specific dies.

• Identify important process parameters in the pelleting process, which
can and lead to reduction of the mass-specific energy consumption of
pellet presses.

1.3 The Pelleting Process

The purpose of pelleting is to raise the energy density of the raw material,
which lowers the cost for transportation, and to produce pellets with stan-
dardized properties for combustion purposes [13, 14]. Figure 1.1 illustrates
the processing steps in a typical pellet production and lists the physical prop-
erties of the feedstock throughout the process. As shown in figure 1.1, the
feedstock is processed before being pelleted, where the feedstock moisture
content, particle size, and temperature are adjusted to facilitate production
of high quality pellets.

Studies of the pelleting process have shown that the energy consumption
for pelleting wood is negatively correlated with feedstock moisture content,
whereas an optimum for the mechanical pellet durability is in the range 10-
15% [16,17]. The moisture content of the feedstock is adjusted via the drying
and conditioning stages shown in figure 1.1.

Hammer mills grind the feedstock particles, to ensure that the particles
entering the pellet press are in a size range, where the particles are suitable
for pelleting. The particle size affects the durability of the pellets, and the
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1.3. The Pelleting Process

ρb ≈150 kg/m
3

T ≈20oC
MC≈10%

Drying

Pelleting

Milling

Conditioning

Cooling

Feedstock

ρb ≈225 kg/m
3

T ≈25oC
MC≈8%

ρb ≈240 kg/m
3

T ≈70oC
MC≈14%

ρb ≈700 kg/m
3

T ≈95oC
MC≈8%

Final product

Figure 1.1: Processing of feedstock for pelleting, illustrating the change in feedstock properties
during the process. ρb is the bulk density, and MC is the moisture content on dry basis (d.b)
(figure from paper B [15]).

compressive strength measured from single pellet tests, where particles sizes
below 2 mm have shown to produce more durable pellets, and pellets with
a higher compressive strength compared to pellets made from larger par-
ticle sizes [18, 19]. However, the energy required for milling increases when
smaller particles are produced, which also reduces the milling capacity. Thus,
the degree of size reduction sometimes becomes a tradeoff between produc-
ing small particles and mill capacity.

The conditioning process is the final process step of the feedstock before
pelleting. The primary purpose of the conditioning is to pre-heat the feed-
stock by adding steam, and to increase the moisture content before pelleting.
Increasing the feedstock temperature to 60-70 °C before pelleting significantly
decreases the energy consumption of the pellet press, where the elevated tem-
perature of the feedstock reduces the friction in the die of pellet press [16,20].

The conditioned feedstock is pressed to pellets, which increases the bulk
density of the feedstock above 600 kg/m3 [14]. The specific energy consump-
tion of the pellet press typically is in the range 30–60 kWh/ton dependent
on the feedstock properties and pellet press configuration, but for some cases
energy consumption exceeds 70-80 kWh/ton [21–24]. The production capac-
ity of industrial-scale pellet presses is in the range from a few tonnes per
hour and up to 12 tonnes per hour.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Pellet Press Configuration and Die Design

Pellet presses are based on a die and roller configuration, where the feedstock
is compressed between the die and roller. The compression between die and
roller presses feedstock into and through press channels in the die. Figure
1.2a shows a ring die with a two-roller configuration, where the arrows indi-
cate the rotational motion of the parts. The press motor drives the die. The
rotation of the rollers is caused by friction between the die, the feedstock, and
the rollers. The die is designed with press channels oriented normal to the
inner die surface. It is in the press channels that the feedstock is pressed into
the cylindrical pellet shape. Figure 1.2b illustrates a cross-sectional view of
the ring die and roller. In front of the roller, feedstock is distributed in a layer
across the inner die surface. The rotation of the die causes that the feedstock
layer is compressed as the spacing between die and roller decreases. At some
point, the compressional force between die and roller exceeds the frictional
resistance of the feedstock in the press channel, and the compressed layer of
feedstock is pressed into the press channels.

(a) Rotating ring die with two rollers. (b) Cross-sectional view of a ring die and roller.

Figure 1.2: Ring die pellet press (figure from paper B [15]).

Pressing the feedstock layer into the press channels initiates motion of the
feedstock in the channels, which is illustrated by the red arrows in figure
1.2b. The motion causes compressed cylinders of feedstock being extruded
from the outside of the die, where a knife break the compressed feedstock
into pellets. The pressure required for pressing the feedstock into the press
channels is specified as the pelleting pressure. The pelleting pressure is chal-
lenging to measure directly in the pellet press, and not many studies have
reported such measurements. However, a few studies have stated the pres-
sure to be in the range 100-410 MPa [18, 25]. Hence, the dies are produced of
high strength alloys to resist deformations caused by the pelleting pressure,
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1.3. The Pelleting Process

causing that the cost price for one die can reach 10,000 e.
Based on experiences from the industry, the life time before replacement

or renovation of the wear parts of pellet press are highly dependent on the
process and type of feedstock. Dies used for wood pelleting can have a life
time up to approximate 2500 hours, while productions with abrasive feed-
stocks as agricultural crops, that have higher contents of silicate, generally
have shorter life times.

The design of the die is primarily focused on the design of the press chan-
nel itself, while the distribution and number of channels in the die rarely are
used as active design parameters. For ring dies, press channels are typically
distributed in hexagonal patterns. For industrial dies, the number of press
channels is typically selected to equal 30-40% opening area of the total die
area. The opening area is defined as the accumulated area of the press chan-
nels and is a tradeoff between die strength and increasing the number of
press channels.

Figure 1.3 illustrates a cross-sectional drawing of a press channel, which
consists of an active and inactive section. The active section is where the
feedstock is in sliding contact with the die and consists of a conical inlet and
a cylindrical channel. The inactive section has no direct effect on the pelleting
process, other than adding strength to the die to resist it from breaking.

Figure 1.3: Cross-sectional view of a press channel (figure from paper B [15]).

The ratio of length and diameter, L/D, of the press channel’s active part
is a commonly used design parameter when designing the die. Increasing
the L/D ratio increases the frictional resistance between feedstock and die,
and thereby increases the pelleting pressure [26]. The typical press channel
is between 6 and 8 mm in diameter with an L/D between 3-7 for wood and
7-12 for agricultural feedstock [15].

The conical inlet is specified by the angle, β, and depth, h. The inlet
is where the feedstock layer is pressed from the die surface and into the
press channel. The effect of the inlet design on the pelleting process is not
well understood in the apparent literature, which is shown by the literature
review in paper B. However, Nielsen et al. [25] showed via single pelleting
tests that a significant part of the energy consumption is consumed in the

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

inlet section, when using an 8 mm channel with a typical inlet design of
β = 60◦ and h = 2.5mm .

The die is the central part of the pellet press, and must be designed cor-
rectly to produce pellets with sufficient density and mechanical durability
without using excess energy, which increases the OPEX of the production.

From the literature review of the pelleting process performed in paper B,
the following points are highlighted:

• The L/D ratio of the die is likely the most commonly used design pa-
rameter of the die, while the effect of parameters such as die area, press
channel inlet design, roller gap, and rotational die speed are rarely re-
ported in papers of pelleting studies.

• A few studies have indicated that the press channel inlet has an effect
on the pellet durability and energy consumption. However, the research
has not resulted in correlations between the design and the process or
pellet properties have been shown.

• Consideration of the feedstock’s mechanical properties, such as stress
relaxation, varying frictional coefficients, and changes in feedstock prop-
erties could improve the understanding of pelleting process, and im-
prove existing calculation models for the pelleting pressure, which are
discussed in chapter 2.
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1.4. Outline of the Papers

1.4 Outline of the Papers

The thesis is structured as an extended summary based on the contribution
of five papers. The extended summary describes the background and moti-
vation for the project and a summary of the papers. Figure 1.4 illustrates the
chronology of the papers in this thesis, and the description of the papers as
follows:

Paper A

1D Model for Investigation 

of Energy Consumption 

and Wear in Die Designs 

Used for Biomass Pelleting

Paper C

Constitutive Modelling of 

Compression and Stress 

Relaxation in Pine Pellets

Paper D

Experimental and 

Numerical Investigation of 

Die Designs in Biomass 

Pelleting and the Effect on 

Layer Formation in Pellets

Paper E

Experimental Investigation 

of Feedstock Layer 

Thickness and Die-Roller 

Gap in Wood Pelleting

Paper B

Review of Die Design and 

Process Parameters in the 

Biomass Pelleting Process

Figure 1.4: Chronology of the five papers in this thesis.

1D Model for Investigation of Energy Consumption and Wear in Die De-
signs Used for Biomass Pelleting

– This paper aims to improve the understanding of the physical processes
in terms of die wall friction and feedstock compression in the press
channel of the die. A 1D model of a press channel is set up, which is
capable of simulating the pelleting pressure and energy consumption
for compression and friction in press channels.

Review of Die Design and Process Parameters in the Biomass Pelleting
Process

– This paper presents a literature review, and covers the effect of design-
and process parameters in the pelleting process. In the paper, an overview
d of designs and process settings used in previous pelleting studies is
presente. Together with Paper A, this paper forms the basis for the
following work in this project, where limitations of the 1D model and
identified gaps in the current state-of-the-art, are used as topics for the
papers C-E.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Constitutive Modelling of Compression and Stress Relaxation in Pine Pel-
lets

– From the more simple constitutive model employed in the 1D model
from paper A, a model that captures the viscoplastic properties of biomass
fibers is presented. The model is a Maxwell representation of the Stan-
dard Linear Solid (SLS) model with non-linear elastic properties. The
mechanical feedstock properties for six different particle size samples
of spruce and three compression speeds were derived by fitting the
model to experimental compression tests. The constitutive model and
mechanical properties give new insight into the behavior of biomass
particle compression and have utility for improving simulations of the
pelleting process by capturing the stress relaxation effects of the feed-
stock.

Experimental and Numerical Investigation of Die Designs in Biomass Pel-
leting and the Effect on Layer Formation in Pellets

– The review in paper B showed that a minimal number of research stud-
ies had been dedicated to the design parameters of the press channel
inlet and the effect on the pelleting process. However, the review also
showed that the inlet tends to have a significant effect on the pelleting
process, which also was found from the experimental and simulation
results in paper A. This paper presents a Computational Fluid Dynamic
(CFD) model that is capable of simulating the feedstock motion in the
press channel inlet. Also, the paper presents an analysis of the feed-
stock layers shapes in the pellets, and shows a link between the press
channel inlet and the mechanical durability of the pellets.

Experimental Investigation of Feedstock Layer Thickness and Die-Roller
Gap in Wood Pelleting

– The results of paper A showed a significant difference between the
experimental and simulated energy consumptions of the tested press
channels. A reason for this is probably that the 1D model does not cap-
ture the transient effects of the start-stop motion in the press channel
when subsequent feedstock layers are pressed into the channel. The
literature review in paper B, also showed that a very limited research
has been dedicated to studying the effects of the feedstock’s start-stop
motion, die speed, and roller gap size.

This paper aims to show the effect of the start-stop motion, where ex-
perimental pelleting tests are carried out using a pilot-scale pellet press,
which was set up for this study. By varying the feedstock mass flow-
rate and die speed, a range of different feedstock layers was tested. The
study also includes tests with different die-roller gaps.
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Chapter 2

Press Channel Analysis

In this chapter, a brief review of equations for calculation of pelleting pressure is
given. The review is followed by a presentation of a 1D model for calculating the
pelleting pressure and the energy consumption for pelleting, which is based on an
analysis of the governing forces in the die press channels. Finally, model calculations
are presented together with an evaluation of the model capability and limits.

2.1 Pelleting Pressure

As discussed in the thesis introduction, the pellet press die shall facilitate
the production of pellets that have a quality according to the requirements,
without using excessive energy and reducing the production capacity of the
pellet press.

The press channel design is directly correlated to the pelleting pressure
[26], which affects the degree of compression of the feedstock and the power
consumption required for the pellet production [12]. When pressing the feed-
stock through the press channels, the pelleting force equals the accumulated
resisting forces of pressing feedstock into the press channel and the friction
between the feedstock and the wall of the press channel.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the forces in the press channel, where Fr is a radial
force in the feedstock, Fµ is the friction force between the feedstock and the
wall of the press channel, and Fp is the pelleting force. As illustrated in figure
2.1, the friction force acts in the opposite direction to the pelleting force. The
radial force is the normal force acting on the wall due to the radial expansion
of the feedstock, which is constrained by the die wall.
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Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional drawing of the active section of the press channel, and an illustration
of the forces that acts in the channel, where Fp is the pelleting force, Fr is the radial force, Fµ is
the friction force.

Pelleting Pressure Calculation

Calculation of the pelleting pressure for a specific press channel design, can
help to identify if the pressure is within the typical range of pelleting pres-
sures, and be used for stress calculations of the die [27]. Previous studies
have used formulas for calculating the pelleting pressure, where the effect of
feedstock properties and geometrical press channel parameters are included.
Equation 2.1 by Holm et al. [26] and equation 2.2 by Crawford et al. [12]
are examples of pelleting pressure equations. In paper B, a table with more
equations and a thorough description of them can be found.

Pp =
PNo

ν
·
(

e4·µw ·ν·L/D − 1
)

(2.1)

Pp = Pc · e4·µw ·kr ·L/D (2.2)

In equation 2.1, Pp is the pelleting pressure, PNo is a prestressing pressure,
ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the feedstock, and µw is the coefficient of friction
between the feedstock and die wall. In equation 2.2, Pc is a compression
pressure, and kr is the axial to radial stress ratio of the feedstock.

Equation 2.1 by Holm et al. [26] is based on an elastic-plastic stress-strain
model for calculating the radial force in the press channel as a function of
the applied pelleting pressure. The radial prestressing pressure, PNo, is a
constant pressure which is added to the elastic response of the applied forces.
In their study, Holm et al. [26] assumed the biomass fibers to be oriented
normal to the die wall, which affects the value of Poisson’s ratio. The effect
of fiber orientation is caused by the anisotropic properties of biomass, which
experimentally is shown to affect the pelleting process [28].
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2.2. 1D Press Channel Model

Equation 2.2 by Crawford et al. [12] is very similar to the equation by
Holm et al. [26]. However, Crawford et al. [12] only utilizes an elastic stress-
strain model for calculating the radial force, and introduces an compression
pressure, Pc, which is the pressure required for compressing the feedstock
to a desired density. Crawford et al. [12] showed a correlation between the
electrical power consumption of the pellet press and the calculated pelleting
pressure. In addition, Crawford et al. [12] found that the friction account for
60-80% of the energy consumption, while the remaining part of the energy is
used for compression.

By evaluating the equations for the pelleting pressure in equation 2.1,
2.2, and the equation framework [26, 29–32] that is shown in paper B, there
are several similarities, where properties as Poisson’s ratio, or axial to radial
stress ratio of the feedstock, the coefficient of friction, and the press channel
L/D, all recur in the equations. The equations are limited to calculation of
the pelleting pressure or force for a pure cylindrical press channel, except
equation 2.3 by Osobov [29], which is based on the calculation of a conical
briquetting channel that is comparable to the inlet section of the press chan-
nel. However, instead of calculating the required pelleting pressure, equation
2.3 by Osobov [29] uses the pelleting pressure as input and calculates the
local pressure in the press channel, Px, where x is the distance from the top
of the inlet.

Px =Pp ·
(

D − 2 · x · tan(β)

D

)n

n =
2k

tan(β)
· (sin(β) + µ · cos(β))

(2.3)

The pressure equations for a cylindrical press channel demonstrates a
positive exponential correlation between the pelleting pressure and the L/D
ratio of the press channel. The same exponential correlation has been shown
in single pelleting studies [16, 33, 34].

2.2 1D Press Channel Model

As mentioned, the presented equations for calculating the pelleting pressure
are restricted to calculation of pure cylindrical press channels. Thus, a 1D
model that accounts for the inlet design parameters, β and h, for calculation
of the pelleting pressure is set up. Also, the model calculates the feedstock
density and energy required for the feedstock compression and friction.

The assumptions for the model are as follows:

• The model is based on a steady-state model of the pelleting process,
with a constant mass flow rate through the press channel.
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Chapter 2. Press Channel Analysis

• No transverse velocity gradients of the feedstock in the press channel,
in other words, the feedstock moves as a plug.

• Feedstock properties are taken from properties for solid wood, where
the orientation of the feedstock fibers are transverse the press channel.

• Isothermal conditions applies, and thereby effects of frictional heating
of the feedstock in the press channel are neglected.

The calculation of the pelleting pressure is based on the force balance in
equation 2.4, where the force of the pelleting pressure, Fp in figure 2.1, equals
the friction force, Fµ, which is a function of the radial force, Fr.

Fp = Fµ + F0 (2.4)

In equation 2.4, F0 is introduced as an imaginary outlet force that acts in the
opposite direction Fp. F0 is used when discretizing the press channel, which
is described in section 2.2.

Calculation of Fr is performed using equation 2.5. Equation 2.5 is based
on the formulation by Holm et at. [26], where the radial force is derived from
two terms; elastic and plastic, where the elastic force, based on Hook’s law,
is a function of the pelleting force in the channel, and the plastic term is a
constant stress.

Fr =
Ar

Aa
· ν · Fp︸ ︷︷ ︸

Elastic

+ PNo · Ar︸ ︷︷ ︸
Plastic

(2.5)

In equation 2.5, Ar is the area of the press channel wall on which the
radial force acts, Aa is the cross-sectional area of the press channel on which
the pelleting force acts, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and PNo is the constant stress in
the plastic term.

For a cylindrical channel, Fµ is calculated as the product of Fr and µw.
However, in the conical part, Fr is split into two components, which are il-
lustrated in figure 2.2, with the first component, Frn, acting normal to the die
wall, and the second component, Frp, acting parallel to the wall.

Based in the illustration in figure 2.2, Fµ is calculated from equation 2.6.

Fµ = cos (β/2) ·
(

Frn · µw + Frp
)

(2.6)

For the cylindrical channel with β = 0◦, equation 2.6 reduces to the prod-
uct of Fr and µw.

From the force balance in equation 2.4, the expression for Fp is set up in
equation 2.7 by combining equation 2.5 and 2.6.

Fp =
F0 + cos (β/2) · PNo · Ar · (cos (β/2) · µw + sin (β/2))

1 − cos(β/2) · Ar
Aa

· ν · (cos (β/2) · µw + sin (β/2))
(2.7)
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the force components of Fr and Fµ in the conical inlet of the press
channel (figure from paper A [35]).

Energy Consumption in the Press Channel

The 1D model is set up to calculate the frictional and compressional energy
that is consumed in the press channel. The energy is calculated as outlined
in figure 2.3.

Frictional Work

The frictional power dissipation, Ẇµ, is calculated via equation 2.8

Ẇµ = Fµ · ṁ
ρ · Aa

(2.8)

In equation 2.8, ṁ is the feedstock mass flow rate, and ρ is the feedstock
density. Ẇµ is converted to a mass-specific energy consumption, wµ, by using
equation 2.9.

wµ =
Ẇµ

ṁ
(2.9)

Compressional Work

The compressional work consumed for compressing the feedstock is calcu-
lated as the definite integral of compression pressure over the change in
mass-specific volume during compression of the feedstock. The compres-
sional work is illustrated as the blue-colored area in figure 2.4, where equa-
tion 2.10 is the expression of pelleting pressure as a function of the specific
volume for the feedstock, v. The function in equation 2.10 is derived from
a power function that was fitted to experimental compression tests. Further
information about the experimental compression test and the power function
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Obtain pelleting pressure

via equation 2.7 

Calculate friction forces via 

equation 2.4 

Friction power dissipation 

via equation 2.8 

Calculate the feedstock density 

from the applied pressure

via empirical power correlation

Mass-specific compressional 

work via equation 2.11

Mass-specific frictional work 

via equation 2.9

Mass-specific energy 

consumption

Figure 2.3: Outline of the algorithm for the energy calculation from friction and feedstock com-
pression.
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2.2. 1D Press Channel Model

is described in paper A.

Pp(v) =
(

1
k1 · v

− k3

k1

) 1
k2

(2.10)

In equation 2.10, k1−3 are empirical coefficients obtained by fitting the
power function to the experimental compression data. The coefficients values
are: k1 = 318.892, k2 = 0.276, and k3 = 12.634.
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Figure 2.4: Plot of the pelleting pressure as a function of the specific volume of the feedstock,
where the blue colored area is the mass-specific compression energy (figure from paper A [35]).

The mass-specific energy consumed for compression of the feedstock, wc,
is calculated via the integral in equation 2.11.

wc =
∫ v2

v1

Pp(v) dv (2.11)

In equation 2.11, v1 and v2 are the initial and final specific volume of the
feedstock.

Press Channel Discretization

To calculate Fp in equation 2.7, the press channel is discretized into N-number
of even spaced elements, where each element represents a disk of the press
channel. Figure 2.5 illustrates a discretized press channel, with the boundary
condition that Fo(n = N) equals zero. Fp(n = 1)is the overall pelleting force.

The elements in the press channel are coupled by the expression in equa-
tion 2.12.

Fp(n) = F0(n − 1) (2.12)
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Figure 2.6 shows a plot of the calculated pelleting pressure for different
discretization levels of a pure cylindrical press channel, with element num-
bers between 10 and 13,000. The pelleting pressure is calculated as Fp di-
vided by Aa. The 1D model results are compared to the pelleting pressure
calculated using equation 2.1 by Holm et al. [26]. Figure 2.6 shows that by
increasing the number of elements in the 1D model, the pressure approaches
the analytical solution from equation 2.1. Figure 2.6 also shows, that the 1D
model becomes more or less independent of the discretization with approxi-
mate 1000 elements, and adding more elements to the model does not affect
the pelleting pressure calculation considerably.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between the 1D model with different numbers of elements and the
equation by Holm et al. [26]. The pressure is calculated for a 50 mm press channel with a
diameter of 6 mm.
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2.3 Model Results

The model performance was evaluated by comparing simulated and experi-
mental pelleting pressures. The experimental pelleting pressures were mea-
sured from single pelleting tests with spruce at a temperature of 100 °C. Four
dies with different inlet designs were tested. The simulations were performed
with the properties and settings listed in table 2.1, where the friction coeffi-
cient is fitted such that the experimental and simulation result of die no. 1
matches, since no measurements of the friction coefficient is performed. The
fitted friction coefficient is within the typical range of friction coefficients for
wood [36]. More information about the single pelleting tests, feedstock prop-
erties, and model settings are reported in paper A.

Table 2.1: Feedstock properties and model settings.

ṁ ν PNo µ N L D

0.35 g/s 0.255 2.74 MPa 0.463 4000 50 mm 6 mm

The results of simulations and experiments are listed in table 2.2, and
shown in figure 2.7 where the simulated and experimental pelleting forces
are compared. The error bars in figure 2.7 indicate the standard deviation of
the final four layer presses of the experimental measurements for each die.
The standard deviations are shown in parentheses in table 2.2.

The measuring uncertainty of the force transducer used in the experi-
ments is 0.5% of the reading value, and therefore the uncertainty is between
±60-96 N for the four dies.

The experimental pelleting forces in table 2.2 are measured as the highest
recorded force for pressing a layer into the die, and the energy consumption
is calculated by numerically integrating the force vs. displacement of the
pressing piston in the single pelleting setup.

Table 2.2: Experimental and simulation results from the single pelleting tests from paper A,
where the numbers in parentheses indicate the standard deviations.

Die Simulation Experiment

No. β [◦] h [mm]
Pelleting force
[N]

Total energy
[J/g]

Compression energy
vs. friction energy
[% vs. %]

Pelleting force
[N]

Total energy
[J/g]

1 0 0.0 13,236 366.5 27.3 vs. 72.7
13,220
(±212)

149.1
(±5.0)

2 40 4.1 16,905 412.8 21.1 vs. 78.9
19,165
(±362)

187.4
(±5.8)

3 80 1.8 16,102 420.7 23.7 vs. 76.3
16,326
(±1,142)

171.4
(±6.3)

4 120 1.0 14,416 398.5 25.1 vs. 74.9
16,195
(±340)

157.4
(±3.8)
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Figure 2.7: Plotted results of the simulated and experimental pelleting forces from paper A.

The results in figure 2.7 and table 2.2 show that the model, to some ex-
tend, is capable of simulating the pelleting force for the four press channels.
However, the simulated pelleting force is lower than the experimental force
for die no. 2 and no. 4.

Besides calculating the pelleting force, the model can simulate the pres-
sure and feedstock density inside the press channel. As an example, figure
2.8 shows contour plots of the simulated pressure and feedstock density in
press channel no. 3 from the tests. The pressure is calculated as Fp divided by
the area, Aa, of the model elements. The feedstock compression is assumed
to be irreversible, meaning that when the pressure is decreases, the density
does not decrease.

(a) Pressure (b) Feedstock density.

Figure 2.8: Contour plots of the simulated pressure and feedstock density in the upper part of
press channel no. 3.

Figure 2.8a shows that the pressure peaks at the transition between the
inlet and the cylindrical part of the press channel. The simulated density in
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figure 2.8b shows that the compression occur in the inlet of the press channel,
and not in the cylindrical channel. The simulated pellet density of approxi-
mate 1750 kg/m3 for die no. 3 is above the normal level for reported pellet
densities which is 1100-1300 kg/m3 [25, 37], and is also above the maximum
obtainable density of 1420-1500 kg/m3 for compressed biomass [38, 39]. The
reason for the high density is caused by an extrapolation of the empirical
power function, which is fitted for pelleting pressures below 250 MPa, while
the simulation shows a peak pressure above 400 MPa. Therefore, the power
function of the density should be evaluated further, where experimental data
from higher pressures should be collected.

Press Channel Wear

The high pressure that acts in the press channel causes abrasive wear on the
die. Figure 2.9 shows measurements from a 3D scan of a worn 8 mm ring
die [40]. Figure 2.9a and 2.9b show that the inlet of the press channel is
exposed to a significant degree of wear, while the lower part of the channel
almost is intact.

(a) Contour plot of the worn die, where the color indicates the geometrical differ-
ence between the worn and original die.

 

Original 

Worn 

(b) Illustration of the upper 15 mm press channel wall of the original and worn
die, where the numbers indicate the distance between the two shapes. The inlet of
the press channel is on the left side.

Figure 2.9: 3D scan measurements of a worn die with 8 mm press channels (figure from Andritz
report [40]).

Comparing the 3D scan measurements and the simulated pressure con-
tours in figure 2.8a, shows that the wear is concentrated in the region where
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the highest pressure in the press channel is observed.

Model Limitations and Future Work

The plot in figure 2.7 shows a deviation between the 1D model and the experi-
mental pelleting pressures for die no. 2 and no. 4. A reason to the difference
may be explained by the model not accounting for internal friction in the
feedstock, when it is deformed or folded in the conical inlet. According to
results from Nielsen et al. [25], the press channel inlet has a significant im-
pact on the pelleting energy. The 1D model accounts for the friction between
the feedstock and press channel wall, but the assumption of no transverse
velocity gradients in the press channel, neglects the viscous resistance from
internal folding or layer deformation of the feedstock, which may influence
the 1D model performance. The effect of the press channel inlet on the feed-
stock folding or layer deformation is the scope of paper D and is described
and discussed in chapter 4 of this thesis.

The results in table 2.2 show that the energy consumption for the ex-
perimental results is in the range 149.1-187.4 J/g, corresponding to 37.6-47.2
kWh/t, which are comparable to normal energy consumptions for industrial-
scale pellet presses [21–24]. However, the simulated energy consumptions
are 2.2-2.5 times higher than the energy consumption of the experimental
results. This difference may be caused by the assumption of simulating the
pelleting process a steady-state, where the pelleting pressure is assumed to
be constant. Thus, the 1D model does not account for the frictional effects of
the feedstock’s start-stop motion in the press channel, which occurs in pellet
press and in the performed single pelleting tests. In pellet presses, the friction
constantly switches between a static and kinetic level when feedstock layers
are pressed into the channels, which causes a dynamic pelleting pressure.
The start-stop of the feedstock in the press channel is the topic of chapter 5,
where the effects will be analyzed.

In addition to inlet and start-stop effects, the use of constant feedstock
properties, and neglecting frictional heating are likely to affect the model ac-
curacy. At elevated temperatures, the extractives in the feedstock, as oil and
wax, migrate to the surface of the compressed feedstock, which may reduce
the friction [16]. Another effect of increased temperature is the transition tem-
perature of the lignin, at which the polymer stiffness decreases when shifting
from its glassy phase towards the rubbery phase [41]. The lignin transi-
tion temperature for biomass ranges between 50-140 °C [42–45], and depends
on the feedstock specie and moisture content [37, 46]. By reaching pellet-
ing temperatures above the lignin transition temperature, the inter-particle
contact area is likely increased from softened lignin filling the gaps in the
compressed feedstock [47, 48], which enables stronger bonding between the
particles [49, 50]. Solving the die and feedstock temperature, and applying
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the mechanical properties, ν and µw, as functions of temperature, could im-
prove the model performance. Also, simulation of the feedstock temperature
can show if and when the lignin or other lignocellulosic components are soft-
ened during the pelleting process. Thereby, the simulation could be used for
analyzing if the feedstock temperature is in the range that may improve the
pellet durability due to softened lignin.
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Chapter 3

Constitutive Modelling of
Pelleting Feedstock

In this chapter, the compressional characteristics of biomass grinds are investigated.
A brief review is given on existing constitutive models for simulating the feedstock
stress and strain during compression and stress relaxation. The review is followed by
a presentation of a constitutive model for deriving rheological properties of a feedstock
and the correlation of these to relevant pelleting properties as energy consumption and
pellet durability.

3.1 Biomass Compression

The compression of feedstock is essential to the pelleting process, as the bulk
density of wood pellets shall be minimum 600 kg/m3, according to the ISO
17225-2:2014 [10]. The densification of feedstock between the pellet press
die and roller depends on the level of compression, or strain, of the feed-
stock, when reaching the stress level of the pelleting pressure. By knowing
the stress-strain relation of the feedstock it is therefore possible to calculate
the required level of pelleting pressure to obtain a given density of the com-
pressed feedstock. The mechanical behavior for biomass feedstock is charac-
terized by viscoplastic properties [51]. Figure 3.1 illustrates a force vs. time
recording from a uniaxial compression of spruce, and the corresponding pis-
ton displacement that compresses the spruce.

The plot in figure 3.1 is split into two phases; compression and stress
relaxation. The compression phase is marked by the blue-shaded area, where
the applied force increases nonlinearly. The nonlinearity is caused by changes
in the mechanical behavior of the compact, as different physical mechanisms
prevail during the compression [52, 53]. Generally, the compression can be
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Figure 3.1: Plot of force and piston measurements during compression of a spruce sample,
showing the characteristic viscoplastic stress relaxation of the compressed biomass (data from
compression test for paper A [35]).

split into two phases:

1. The initial compression phase is dominated by rearrangement of the
particles, where a high porosity from air voids is present in the com-
pact. Faborode et al. [54] defined the end of this phase using a critical
density, which they suggested to be at the peak of the Cauchy num-
ber, which is the ratio of the inertia and elastic forces of the compact. In
their study, Faborode et al. [54] reported a critical density of 411 kg/m3,
which was obtained at a compression pressure at approximately 4 MPa.
Kaliyan et al. [55] analyzed the force gradients to define the end of the
initial compression phase, which they reported to occur at 1.5 MPa.
Compared to figure 3.1, 1.5-4 MPa is equal to forces of approximately
100-300 N. Thereby, the initial compression phase is more or less in-
significant to the pelleting process and the energy required to compress
feedstock to densities of pellets.

2. In the second phase, the compression of the particles begins as the
particle contact increases, and the porosity decreases. When the air
is expelled from the compact, elastic forces become dominant in the
compact [54].

After the compression phase, the stress relaxation appears, which is marked
by the red-shaded area in figure 3.1. As indicated by the piston displacement
plot in figure 3.1, the compressed sample is exposed to a static strain, and the
apparent forces in the feedstock are measured from the piston. The physi-
cal mechanisms of the stress relaxation are governed by a plastic flow of the
compressed biomass particles [56]. The decreasing stress is caused by the
compressed particles rearranging as the elastic energy of the particles is con-
verted to plastic deformations. Under static conditions, the residual stress of
the compacted biomass approximates an asymptotic level, where no further
relaxation occurs [57].

In the pellet press die, the stress relaxation occurs while the compressed
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3.1. Biomass Compression

feedstock is pressed through the press channels. When the feedstock is re-
leased from the die, residual stresses in the feedstock are transformed into
axial and radial expansions of the pellet [58, 59]. High residual stresses of
the compressed feedstock, causes more expansion, which has been found
to decrease the durability of the pellets [60]. Peleg [57] defined the asymp-
totic modulus from stress relaxation curves of compressed biomass samples
and found that samples with high asymptotic modulus were more rigid and
could sustain higher residual stresses.

Constitutive Models

The constitutive modeling approach is based on a theoretical approach, where
systems of rheological elements are set up to simulate materials mechanical
stress-strain responses. Elements as springs and Coulomb friction are ap-
plied to describe pure elastic and plastic behavior. Time-dependent responses
of viscoelastic and -plastic materials are modeled using dashpot elements,
where the stress is a function of the strain rate. Using constitutive models,
ease the interpretation of the model parameters to the feedstocks mechanical
properties.

In figure 3.2, schematic drawings of four general constitutive models are
shown. More models and a detailed description of them are found in paper
C.

(a) Maxwell (b) Kelvin-Voigt (c) SLS, Maxwell (d) SLS, Kelvin-Voigt

Figure 3.2: Representation of constitutive models presented in previous compression studies.
Symbol explanation: spring1, dashpot2 (figure from paper C [61]).

The capability of the four models in figure 3.2 to simulate compression
and stress relaxation responses is evaluated by the simulations in figure 3.3,
where the time up to t1 is the compression phase, and after t1 is the stress
relaxation phase.

Evaluated from the plots in figure 3.3, the Standard Linear Solid (SLS)
Maxwell and SLS Kelvin-Voigt models are capable of simulating a stress
relaxation that is similar to the experimental compression data in figure
3.1, where the stress gradually decreases towards an asymptotic level. The
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Figure 3.3: Simulated responses from the constitutive models in figure 3.2 (figure from paper
C [61]).

Maxwell model is not capable of simulating the asymptotic stress level of the
relaxed feedstock, due to the serial connection of the spring and dashpot.
Hence, the elastic energy stored in the spring is dissipated to the viscous
deformation of the dashpot.

The Kelvin-Voigt model fails in simulating the gradual stress decrease of
the stress relaxation, since all the elastic energy of the spring is maintained
under static conditions, and no viscous dissipation occurs.

The simulated responses in figure 3.3 also show that the four models are
not capable of modeling the nonlinear behavior of the compression phase as
observed in figure 3.1.

Nonlinear Mechanical Properties

Different approaches for modeling the nonlinearity of the stress-strain during
biomass compression has been proposed. Peleg [62], Faborode et al. [63], and
Kaliyan et al. [55] applied strain-hardening springs to their models, where
the spring is modeled with a linear and nonlinear term. Molari et al. [64]
used a nonlinear spring formulation based on conical springs to model the
compression of straw bales. The need for applying elements with nonlinear
characteristics, such as strain hardening springs, is due to the mechanical
properties of the bulk feedstock, such as the density, which is dependent
on the mechanical stress. Carone et al. [65] found a positive exponential
correlation between Young’s modulus of pellets and the pellet density like
they also found it to be dependent on the feedstock particle size, temperature,
and moisture content.
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3.2 Constitutive Model for Compression and Stress
Relaxation

A constitutive model based on the SLS Maxwell model that is capable of
simulating compression and stress relaxation of biomass is set up. The SLS
Maxwell model is chosen due to its low complexity with three elements.
To model changes in the mechanical behavior of the feedstock during com-
pression, nonlinear strain-hardening properties are added to the model’s two
springs. The assumptions for the model are as follows:

• The feedstock behaves as a continuum.

• The friction between die and feedstock is neglected, and thereby, there
are no pressure or density variations inside the compressed sample.

• The initial compression phase is neglected [55].

Figure 3.4 shows a detailed mechanical representation of the SLS Maxwell
model, which is split into two parallel systems. In figure 3.4, system 1 is

Figure 3.4: Detailed mechanical representation of the SLS Maxwell model (figure from paper
C [61]).

based on a single spring, with the spring modulus E1. System 2 is a Maxwell
system, with a serial connection of a spring, with the spring modulus E2,
and a dashpot with the viscosity, µ. From the SLS Maxwell configuration,
the asymptotic value of the residual stress can be interpreted as the stress in
system 1, as system 2 eventually relaxes to zero stress. The constrains of SLS
Maxwell model in figure 3.4 are expressed in equation 3.1, where σ is the
total stress, σ1 and σ2 are the system stresses, ε is the total strain, and ε1 and
ε2 are the system strains.

ε = ε1 = ε2 (3.1a)

σ = σ1 + σ2 (3.1b)
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The model stress is calculated via the expression in equation 3.2, which is
derived in paper C by using a numerical approach with a temporal discretiza-
tion of the compression.

σ(t + ∆t) = E1 · ε1(t + ∆t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
System 1 stress

+ E2 ·
ε(t + ∆t)− (ε(t)− εs2 (t))

1 + E2·∆t
µ︸ ︷︷ ︸

System 2 stress

(3.2)

Equation 3.2 is based on a temporal discretization, ∆t, where t is the time
and εs2 is the strain of the spring in system 2.

The spring modulus, E1 and E2, in the SLS Maxwell model are modeled
using a pseudo spring porosity, which is based on a solid ratio vs. void ratio
of the spring. The nonlinear spring modulus are calculated via equation 3.3c,
which is derived by combining equation 3.3a and 3.3b.

E =x · φs

φv
, φv > 0 (3.3a)

φs =
ρb
ρs

, φv = 1 − ρb
ρs

(3.3b)

E = x· ρb
ρs − ρb

, ρb < ρs (3.3c)

In equation 3.3, x is a spring coefficient, φv is the void ratio of the spring,
φs is the solid ratio of the spring, ρb is the bulk spring density, and ρs is the
true density of the solid spring. The bulk density of the feedstock during
compression is inserted as ρb in equation 3.3c, and ρs is a constant fitted to
each spring. The limiting condition for the expression in equation 3.3c, where
ρb approaches the value of ρs, may be interpreted as the condition where the
porosity of the compact goes toward zero, causing the spring modulus to
approach infinity.

3.3 Results of Experimental Compression Tests

The performance of the SLS Maxwell model is evaluated by fitting the model
fitted to experimental compression data of six spruce samples with different
particle sizes. Figure 3.5 shows images of the five sieved spruce samples used
for the experimental single pelleting tests, where the particle size ranges from
0.25-2.8 mm. The sixth sample is unsieved, and therefore has particle sizes
ranging from 0-2.8 mm. The particle size samples are tested at three different
compression speeds; 1, 5, and 10 mm/min, and each test combination of
compression speed and particle size are repeated four times resulting in a
total of 72 pellets produced.
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(a) 0.25-0.5 mm (b) 0.5-0.8 mm (c) 0.8-1 mm (d) 1-1.4 mm (e) 2-2.8 mm

Figure 3.5: Sieved pine samples used for single pelleting tests (figure from paper C [61]).

The compression data were recorded from single pelleting tests, where
pellets of feedstock samples were produced in two steps; first, the sample
was compressed and after that pressed, or extruded, out of the die. Figure 3.6
illustrates a cross-sectional drawing of the single pelleting setup, where figure
3.6a shows the uncompressed feedstock, figure 3.6b shows the compressed
feedstock, and figure 3.6c shows the extrusion of the pellet.

(a) Uncompressed (b) Compressed (c) Extrusion

Figure 3.6: The closed-end die setup used for the feedstock compression tests (figure from paper
C [61]).

The compression and extrusion data were used for calculating the energy
consumption of the process, and also, the durability was measured of the
pellets produced from the different particle size samples. The die was heated
to 90 °C, and the moisture content of the spruce was 14 % on dry basis.

The experimental results of compression energy, extrusion energy, and
pellet durability are shown in figure 3.7, where the error bars represent the
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standard deviation of the four repetitions for each combination of particle
size and compression speed
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Figure 3.7: Experimental results of the specific compression energy, specific extrusion energy,
total energy, and pellet durability (figure from paper C [61]).

In figure 3.7, the tendencies for the compression and extrusion energy are
similar, where the energy is positively correlated with the particle size, while
there is no significant effect of the compression speed. For the durability, the
highest durability is produced of the two samples with the smallest particle
sizes and the sample with mixed particle sizes. Further description of the
experiments and information about the measurements are presented in paper
C.

3.4 Simulation Results

The three constants of the SLS Maxwell model, x1, x2, µ are fitted to each of
the 72 experimental data set, while ρs1 = 1206 kg/m3 and ρs2 = 1417 kg/m3

are based on a best fit to all 72 tests, and are kept constant. Figure 3.8
shows two plots where the simulated and experimental stress response for
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the mixed particle size sample is shown for the three different compression
speeds.
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Figure 3.8: Experimental and simulated stress responses for the three compression speeds with
the mixed particle size sample (figure from paper C [61]).

Generally, the simulated responses in figure 3.8 captures the compression
and stress relaxation. The most considerable deviations between the exper-
imental and simulated stresses are observed in the low-stress regions (<50
MPa), while the high stresses are matching well.

Figure 3.9 shows a plot of the simulated strain of the three model elements
during a compression test. The strain of spring 1 increases linearly during the
compression and is constant when the compression is stopped. For spring
two, the strain increases and peaks after approximately 175 s whereafter it
decreases, and the dashpot dissipates the elastic energy of the spring. The
strain of the dashpot shows that a significant part of the damping, or stress
relaxation, occurs during the compression phase, and only a small amount of
energy is stored in spring two when the compression is stopped.

Mechanical Feedstock Properties

The fitted spring and damper coefficients from the model fits are plotted in
figure 3.10, where the error bars represent the standard deviation of four
replicates for each test combination, and the dotted lines are linear fits of the
average element coefficients.
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Figure 3.9: Simulated strain of the model elements during compression of the mixed particle
size sample at a compression speed of 10 mm/min (figure from paper C [61]).

Spring 1

The coefficients of spring one in figure 3.10, shows that x1 is more or less in-
dependent of particle size and compression speed for the 5 and 10 mm/min
data. The x1 coefficient for the 1 mm/min tests are slightly lower than the
two other compression speeds and is negatively correlated to the feedstock
particle size. As mentioned in section 3.2, the stress in spring one can be in-
terpreted as the asymptotic value of the stress relaxation. Thus, the indepen-
dence of particle size and compression speed for the 5 and 10 mm/min data
might be explained by the pellets having reached a low porosity, and there-
fore the feedstock is homogenous, and its mechanical properties reassem-
ble the properties of the solid feedstock. The lower x1 coefficients of the 1
mm/min test might be explained by drying effects of the feedstock, due to
a long retention time in the die compared to the 5 and 10 mm/min tests,
since the elastic properties of biomass depend on the feedstock moisture con-
tent [36]. The drying effects were observed by an increased mass-loss of the
pellets produced at 1 mm/min in the experimental test, which is described
in paper C.

Spring 2

The coefficients of x2 in figure 3.10 are positively correlated to the feedstock
particle size, where x2 for the largest particle sizes, 2-2.8 mm, is approxi-
mately double the value of the smallest particles, 0.25-0.5 mm. The coeffi-
cients of x2 decreases when the compression speed is increased.

Dashpot

Figure 3.10 shows that the dashpot µ is positively correlated with the particle
size, which is similar to the trend for x2. Considerable differences of the
viscosity are observed between the three compression speeds, where the 5
and 10 mm/min coefficients range between 1-4·109 Pa·s, while the 1 mm/min
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Figure 3.10: Fitted coefficients of x1, x2, and µ for particle sizes and compression speeds (figure
from paper C [61]).

coefficients are in the range of 1-2.5·1010 Pa·s.

Correlation Between Model Elements and Pelleting Properties

The energy and durability data from the single pelleting tests were correlated
to the mechanical properties of the model elements. In figure 3.11, a plot of
the compression energy and x2 of the 72 pellets are shown. The linear plots
in the figure are fitted to the data for each compression speed.

The plot in figure 3.11 shows a positive linear correlation between the
spring coefficient, x2, and the energy consumed for compressing the energy.
It seems valid that x2 is the parameter that affects the difference in compres-
sion energy of the SLS Maxwell model, since the x1 coefficient, or asymptotic
stress of the pellets, is more or less independent of particle size.
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In figure 3.12, the measured pellet durability and mass-specific work of
the dashpot in the SLS Maxwell are plotted.
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Figure 3.12: Pellet durability vs. mass-specific dashpot work in the SLS Maxwell model for the
sieved particle sizes (figure from paper C [61]).

The plot in figure 3.12, shows that the specific dashpot work is lowest for
the small particles, while more damping energy is dissipated for the larger
particles. Also, the pellets produced with a low specific dashpot work, have
the highest durability. The higher specific dashpot work that is exerted when
compressing the large particle sizes can be caused by the larger particles
storing more elastic energy, which is released as mechanical interlocking and
plastic deformations of the particles.

Contribution

The constitutive SLS Maxwell model, presented in paper C, is capable of
simulating both the compression and stress relaxation of the spruce particles.
The primary contributions of the study are as follows:

• Presentation of an SLS Maxwell model for simulating both the com-
pression and stress relaxation in biomass.

• A pseudo spring porosity is presented for modeling the nonlinearity of
the feedstock properties during compression.

• Rheological parameters are derived for different particle sizes of spruce.

• Spring coefficient 1 of the model, composing the asymptotic level of the
residual stress, is independent of the feedstock particle size.

• Spring coefficient 2 of the model is positively correlated to the compres-
sion energy.

• The mass-specific dashpot work exerted during the compression and
stress relaxation is lowest for the small particles, which also produced
the pellets with the highest mechanical durability.
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The capability of the model to simulate the time-dependent stress relax-
ation of the compressed feedstock may be utilized in future studies for cre-
ating more detailed simulations of the pressure in the press channel of the
die, such as the 1D model presented in chapter 2 of this thesis. Furthermore,
such simulations may be used for estimating the residual stresses of the pel-
lets when exiting the die, which has been shown to correlate negatively with
the pellet durability.
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Chapter 4

Effect of the Press Channel
Inlet and the Feedstock Layer
Shapes in Pellets

In this chapter, the effect of the inlet design of the press channel is investigated.
A Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model is set up to simulate the flow, or
deformation, of compressed feedstock layers in press channel inlet. Results from
experimental single pelleting tests using different combinations of the die inlet angle,
β, and depth, h, are presented, together with a novel method to measure the layer
shapes in pellets.

4.1 Press Channel Inlet and Feedstock Layer De-
formation

The few studies focusing on the press channel inlet have shown, that the inlet
affects the energy consumption and pellet durability. The effect on energy
consumption was shown via experimental single pelleting tests by Nielsen et
al. [25], but also the experimental results for the 1D model, included in this
thesis and paper A, showed that the energy consumption varied from 37 to
48 kWh/ton for four different inlet designs.

Other studies have presented results of the inlet’s effect on pellet durabil-
ity. Winter [31] found via single pelleting tests, that an inlet with β = 28◦

produced pellets with higher durability than pellets produced in dies with
lower values of β. Winter [31] argued the feedstock in the pellets produced
from the β = 28◦ die was more interwoven than the pellets produced in
the other dies. Mišljenović et al. [66] observed differences in the breaking
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behavior of pellets produced in a β = 37.6◦ die and a pellet produced via
compression in a pure cylindrical channel. The ends of the pellets produced
in the β = 37.6◦ die had a parabolic shape, while the pellets produced in the
cylindrical channel had flat ends. Via three-point bending tests [67], Mišljen-
ović et al. [66] found the pellets from the β = 37.6◦ die, being more durable
and better bonded than the pellets from the cylindrical channel.

Generally, all the results from existing studies of the press channel inlet,
are based on quantitative analyzes of experimental tests, while no qualita-
tive analyzes of the press channel inlet have been presented. The lack of
qualitative analyzes is probably caused by the difficulty of visualizing the
process in the press channel, especially in pellet presses, but also in single
pelleting tests. Other similar industries as tablet production [68] and metal
extrusion [69] have used Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for simula-
tions of flow fields, to understand and optimize their processes. However, to
the knowledge of the authors, the CFD technique or other Computer-Aided
Engineering tools have not been used for simulation of the pelleting process.

Die Surface

The design parameters of the press channel inlet also affect the design of the
die surface. The die surface can be split into three types of area, as described
in paper B; active area, transition area, and inactive area, which are shown in
figure 4.1.

A ( 4 : 1 )

A

Active

Transition

Inactive

X
/
2

X

Figure 4.1: Figure from paper D. Sectional view of a die surface with a hexagonal distribution
of press channels. The designated press area for a single channel is marked by the red dotted
line, where X is the distance between centers of the press channels (figure from paper D [70]).

In figure 4.1, a sectional view of a pellet press die is illustrated, where
the active area, or opening area, is the total area composed by the press
channels, defined as the product of the cross-sectional press channel area
and the number of press channels. The transition area is the projected area of
the countersink, and the inactive area is the remaining area between the press
channel inlets. As described in section 1.3, the active area usually composes
30-40% of the die area, but to the knowledge of the authors, no numbers are
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4.2. CFD Model

available for the transition and inactive area. The inlet design affects the ratio
of inactive and transition area on the die surface since the transient area is
directly correlated to inlet dimensions, β, and h.

4.2 CFD Model

In paper D, CFD simulations of the feedstock motion on the die surface and
in the press channel inlet are presented.

The assumptions for the model are as follows:

• Steady-state model, and thereby neglecting the start-stop motion of
feedstock in the press channel.

• The feedstock is modeled as an isotropic continuum, and thereby ne-
glecting the effects of fiber orientation [28] or varying particle sizes.

• Isothermal conditions, and thereby neglecting frictional heating from
the die walls.

The model is based on a 2D-axis symmetric representation of a press chan-
nel, where the axis in the center of the press channel. The model geometry
and the applied boundary conditions are shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: 2D axis-symmetric geometry of a die with the applied boundary conditions, where
the wall slip is τw = 0 Pa, and the wall shear stress is τw = 107 Pa (figure from paper D [70]).

The CFD model is based on the continuity equation in equation 4.1 and
the momentum equations in equation 4.2.

1
r

δ(rvr)

δr
+

δvz

δz
= 0 (4.1)
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In equation 4.1 and 4.2, ρ is the density, r and z are the radial and axial
orientation of the press channel, vr and vz are the radial and axial velocity, p
is the pressure, and η is the non-Newtonian viscosity.

The feedstock viscosity is modeled as a simplified Bingham plastic, which
is a commonly used idealization of viscoplastic fluids [71]. The Bingham
model utilizes a yield stress criterion, τ0, where the fluid behaves as a rigid
solid when the shear stress is below τ0, and assumes fluid behavior when the
shear stress exceeds τ0 [72].

The Bingham model is reduced by setting the viscosity to zero in the
applied Bingham model, causing the viscosity model to depend on τ0. The
viscosity model is defined in equation 4.3.

η =

{ τ0
γ̇ for γ̇ ≥ γ̇c

τ0
(2−γ̇/γ̇c)

γ̇c
for γ̇ < γ̇c

(4.3)

In equation 4.3, γ̇ is the shear rate, and γ̇c is the critical shear rate [73].

Model Settings

The model parameters are listed in table 4.1. A wall slip condition with
constant shear stress, τw, is applied to the wall of the press channel. The slip
condition is commonly used for simulations of viscoplastic fluids [74,75]. The
feedstock is assumed to move as a plug in the press channel, causing τw is
set lower than τ0 of the feedstock. Further information about the CFD model
setup can be found in paper D.

Table 4.1: Settings used in the CFD simulations.

Model settings

Yield stress, τ0 1.1 · 107 Pa
Critical shear rate, γ̇c 10−2 s−1

Density 1100 kg·m−3

Wall shear stress, τw 107 Pa
Velocity inlet 1.25 mm· s−1

Pressure outlet 0 Pa
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4.3 Layer Profile Analysis

Experimental Pelleting Test and Layer Profile Analysis

Single pelleting tests with spruce (Picea abies) was performed, where seven
different inlet designs were tested. Information about the properties of the
spruce is found in paper D. The purpose of the tests was twofold:

1. Measure the energy consumption for continuous pelleting in the dies,
and measure the durability of the produced pellets.

2. Analyze the shapes of the feedstock layers in the produced pellets,
which are used as validation of the CFD model.

In figure 4.3, drawings of the single pelleting equipment are shown.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the single pelleting unit and single dies (figure from paper D [70]).

The single pelleting setup in figure 4.3 was designed and produced for
this test. The dies were selected to represent different values of β and h.
A design parameter, AR, representing the ratio of inlet and transition area
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to the total area of the die surface, was set up for comparison of the dies.
Calculation of AR is shown in equation 4.4

AR =
active area + transition area

total area
(4.4)

The design parameters of the tested dies are listed in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Table from paper D. Dimensions of exchangeable die units. The length of the dies is
10 mm and the diameters is 6 mm.

Die β [◦] h [mm] AR [−]

1 - 0 0.35
2 60 1.58 0.60
3 60 2.63 0.80
4 60 3.55 1.00
5 100 0.77 0.60
6 100 1.27 0.80
7 100 1.72 1.00

A detailed description of the test procedure for the continuous pelleting
test is found in paper D, where:

• The energy consumption of the continuous pelleting test was calculated
from the force vs. displacement of the pressing piston when pressing
feedstock layers into the die.

• The mechanical durability was measured via tumbling of single pellets
[76], where three pellets were produced from each die.

• The shape of the layer profiles was evaluated by pressing five layers of
alternately blue and red colored spruce into the die. After that, the cast
of colored feedstock layers sitting in the die was ejected and embedded
in epoxy. After hardening, the embedded pellets were sanded, such
that a cross-sectional view of the die-cast was visible, as shown in figure
4.4a.

By using image processing, the profiles between the colored feedstock
layers were evaluated from photos of the sanded die casts. Figure 4.4 shows
the steps of the image processing.

In figure 4.4, the first processing step is cropping the blue/green colored
layers of the pellet, as shown in figure 4.4b. Next, a binary image is generated
in figure 4.4c, and finally, all small regions are filtered out in figure 4.4d. The
layer profiles of the pellets are then evaluated from the edge between the
bottom blue and red layer.
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(a) Raw photo. (b) Cropped. (c) Binary. (d) Filtered binary.

Figure 4.4: Image processing of the cast part from die 1 (figure from paper D [70]).

Experimental Results

Energy Consumption and Pellet Durability

The energy consumptions from the single pelleting tests and the measured
pellet durabilities are shown in figure 4.5, where the error bars in figure 4.5a
represent the standard deviations of the measurements.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental results of energy and durability (figure from paper D [70]).

The mass-specific energy consumptions from the single pelleting tests are
represented in the unit of kWh/ton, which is often used by the industry. The
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energy consumptions in figure 4.5a show that the β = 100◦ die consumes
more energy compared to the β = 60◦ dies, while the consumption of the
blank die with β = 0◦, is between the β = 60◦ and β = 100◦ dies. Figure 4.5a
also shows that the energy consumption for the β = 60◦ decreases when AR
increases from 0.60 to 0.80, and the die with AR = 1.00 consumes similar to
the 0.80 die. An opposite effect of the AR is observed for the β = 100o dies,
where the highest energy consumption is observed for the die with an AR of
1.00.

The measured pellet durabilities in figure 4.5b, shows that the durability
is highest for the pellets produced in the dies with an AR of 0.60 and 0.80,
and the durability is more or less independent of the tested values of β. The
lowest durability was measured for the pellets that were produced in the
β = 0◦ die. It was observed, that the pellets produced in the β = 0◦ die broke
into two smaller pellets during the pellet tumbling, while all other pellets
remained in one pellet. The broken pellets might be a reason for the lower
durability values of the β = 0◦ pellets.

Layer Profiles

The photos of the embedded and sanded pellets are shown in figure 4.6.
The layer profiles from the pellets in figure 4.6 are plotted in figure 4.7.

The general observations from figure 4.7 are that by increasing the AR of
the dies, the layer profiles become steeper from the perimeter of the pellet
towards the pellet center, and the β = 0◦ die produces a layer profile that is
relatively flat in the center and steep near the perimeter. An interesting ob-
servation from the photos in figure 4.6, is the stagnant regions of the pellets,
that are observed by the uncolored spruce in the inlets of the dies. Stagnant
regions are observed in the inactive area for die 1, 2, and 4, which are the
dies with the lowest AR. Also, in the inlet of die 6 and 7, with β = 100◦, the
stagnant feedstock is observed, which creates a new secondary inlet angle
defined by the interface between moving and stagnant feedstock.
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(a) Die 1.

(b) Die 2. (c) Die 3. (d) Die 4.

(e) Die 5. (f) Die 6. (g) Die 7.

Figure 4.6: Photos of the casts from the dies (figure from paper D [70]).
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(b) Layer profiles from dies with β = 100◦ .

Figure 4.7: Layer profiles found via image processing of the pellets produced in the tested dies
(figure from paper D [70]).

In figure 4.8, a photo before and after tumbling of pellets from the blank
die and die no. 4 (β = 60◦ and AR = 1.00) are shown. The end shapes before
and after the tumbling of the two pellets show that the pellet produced in
the blank die has lost a significant amount of feedstock during tumbling,
compared to the pellet produced in die no. 4. The end shapes of the tumbled
pellets in figure 4.8 from the two dies, are similar to the layer profiles in figure
4.7. The similarity could indicate that the intersection between two feedstock
layers is where the pellet breaks. However, the pellet from the blank die,
which has a layer profile with a relatively flat center and steep edges, appear
to break along the flat center but creates a secondary break profile at the
edge of the pellet. During tumbling of the pellets produced in the blank die,
the feedstock that is located between the breaking profile and layer profile is
released from the pellet, which causes lower durability, as seen in figure 4.5b.

The breaking profile and layer profile of the pellet produced in die no. 4
are very similar before and after tumbling, resulting in better durability.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of a pellet from the blank die and die no. 4, before and after tumbling.
The red marker shows the region with a significant difference in pellet shape before and after
tumbling (figure from paper D [70]).
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Simulation Results

In figure 4.9, three contour plots from the CFD simulation of die no. 2 are
shown. Figure 4.9a shows the simulated feedstock velocity, where it is seen
that the feedstock moves as a plug in the press channel. Also, the stagnant
region on the die’s inactive area is observed, which is similar to the photo
in figure 4.6b. The edge of the inactive area is also seen by the simulated
shear rate in figure 4.9c, where a high shear rate is observed at the interface
between the stagnant and moving feedstock. The dark blue areas in figure
4.9c indicate that the feedstock moves as a solid, and thereby obey γ̇ < γ̇c.

The simulated retention time is shown by colored streamlines in figure
4.9b. The simulated feedstock layer profiles are derived as the feedstock
position at the retention time before the feedstock exits the model domain.

(a) Velocity. (b) Streamlines with colors representing the
feedstock retention time.

(c) Shear rate.

Figure 4.9: CFD simulation results of die no. 2, β = 60◦ and AR = 0.60 (figure from paper
D [70]).

The experimental and simulated layer profiles are plotted in figure 4.10,
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showing that the CFD models are capable of qualitatively reproducing the
experimental layer profiles. However, the asymmetry of the experimental
layer profiles is not captured by the model, which is likely caused by the
feedstock not behaving as a continuum, as assumed in the CFD model.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of experimental and simulated layer profiles in the pellets (figure from
paper D [70]).
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Effect of Layer Profile

To quantify the differences in layer profiles produced from the seven dies, the
kurtosis [77] of the layer profiles is calculated, by assuming the layer profiles
as an upward-facing distribution. A description of the kurtosis calculation is
found in paper D.

Figure 4.11 shows two plots with the kurtosis, the pellet durability, and
AR of the dies.
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(b) Plot of layer profile kurtosis and AR.

Figure 4.11: Plots of the profile layer kurtosis (figure from paper D [70]).

In figure 4.11a, a 2nd degree polynomial function is fitted to the kurtosis
and the pellet durability data. The fitted function has a r2 = 0.73. Figure
4.11a shows that the pellets with a layer profile kurtosis of 2.00-2.05 have the
highest durability.

Figure 4.11b shows a linear correlation between AR and the kurtosis. The
fitted linear function with r2 = 0.72 and a p-value = 0.016, meaning that there
is a significant correlation between AR of the die design and the layer profile
kurtosis.
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Contribution

The CFD model presented in paper D is capable of simulating the feedstock
motion in press channel, which has been validated from experimental obser-
vations of the layer shapes in pellets. The primary contributions of the study
are as follows:

• The feedstock motion in press channels can be simulated with a CFD
model using a simplified Bingham viscosity model, which can simulate
where the feedstock behaves as a solid or as fluid in the press channel.

• The design parameter AR, which specifies the ratio of active and tran-
sition area on the die, correlates linearly with the kurtosis of the layer
profiles in the pellets. The kurtosis correlates to the durability of the
pellets, where the highest durability was produced with a kurtosis of
2.00-2.05.

• Regions with stagnant feedstock was observed on the inactive area of
the tested dies, and in the inlet part of two dies with β = 100◦ and AR
of 0.80 and 1.00.

• From continuous single pelleting tests with seven different dies, it was
found that the dies with β = 60◦ consume less energy compared to the
β = 100◦ dies and that the β = 60◦ dies with an AR of 0.80 and 1.00
had the lowest energy consumption.

• The highest pellet durability was produced with the dies having an AR
of 0.60 and 0.80, while no considerable difference in pellet durability
was found between the β = 60◦ and β = 100◦ dies.

The CFD model in paper D provides a basis for future simulations, which
can be extended to simulate patterns of press channels in the die, and thereby
investigate the motion of the feedstock between the press channels, which
have not been done before. Also, a method should be developed for measur-
ing the yield stress, τ0, for simulating different feedstock species.
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Chapter 5

Process Parameters of the
Pellet Press

In this chapter, the effects of the thickness of the feedstock layer on the die and the
influence of the gap size between die and roller are analyzed, where a pilot-scale ring
die pellet press was set up for experimental testing.

5.1 Feedstock Motion in the Press Channel

The results of the 1D model in chapter 2, showed that the simulated energy
consumption were 2.2-2.5 times higher than the energy consumption found
from the experimental single pelleting tests. The overestimation of the energy
consumption might be caused by the assumption of a steady-state process,
where the pelleting force is constant. However, from single pelleting tests,
the applied force for pressing a feedstock layer into the press channel was
found to vary. Figure 5.1 shows the applied force that has been recorded
while pressing one layer of feedstock into a single press channel.

The force recording in figure 5.1 is split into three phases:

1. Feedstock is being compressed and is not being conveyed in the chan-
nel. In this phase there is a static friction between the channel wall and
the forming pellet.

2. When reaching a peak in applied force, the wall friction shifts to a
transition phase, which initiates the motion of feedstock in the press
channel. During the transition phase, the force decreases. The transition
phase is a complex interaction of multiple mechanisms, such as the
stick-slip phenomenon, which is an effect of alternating sticking and
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Figure 5.1: Force recordings from pelleting of spruce in a single pellet press (figure from paper
B [15]).

slipping of the feedstock, caused by the system properties of elasticity,
damping, and inertia [78].

3. In the final phase, the force reaches a steady level with kinetic friction,
where feedstock is pressed through the press channel.

In figure 5.1, the frictional work in the press channel is represented by the
colored areas in the transition and kinetic phases, while the marked area in
the static region can be interpreted as the compressional work.

The 1D model calculates the pelleting force as the peak force, measured
at the transition between the static and transition phase in figure 5.1, but it
does not account for the effects of the lower friction in the kinetic phase.

Pellet Press Layer Thickness and Roller Gap

In figure 5.2a, the ring die and the two rollers of the pellet press that is used
for the pelleting tests in paper E are illustrated. Figure 5.2b illustrates the
feedstock layer in front of the roller and the roller gap between die and roller.
The mass of feedstock being pressed into the press channels per roller passing
is directly correlated to the thickness of the feedstock layer.

By increasing the thickness of the feedstock layer, the duration of the tran-
sition and kinetic friction phase is extended, and the number of start-stops in
the press channel is reduced pr. unit mass of pelleted feedstock. Reducing the
number of start-stops could decrease the mass-specific energy consumption,
which also was commented in a study by Winter [31]. However, minimal re-
search on the effect of the feedstock layer has been performed. Wu et al. [80]
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of die and rollers, and the two operational parameters, feedstock layer,
and roller gap (figure from paper E [79]).

studied the effect of rotational die speed with a constant feedstock mass flow
rate. They found the energy consumption of the pellet press to increase with
the die speed, which is correlated with the thickness of feedstock layer.

The feedstock layer is quantified as the mass of feedstock, m f , that is
pressed into one press channel at each roller pass, and the corresponding
thickness of the feedstock layer, h f .

The mass of the feedstock layer is calculated via equation 5.1. In the
calculation of m f , it is assumed that the feedstock is distributed evenly on
the die surface.

m f =
ṁ

Nr · ωd · Nch
(5.1)

In equation 5.1, Nr is the number of rollers in the pellet press, ωd is the
rotational frequency of the die, ṁ is the feedstock mass flow, and Nch is the
number of press channels in the die.

The thickness of the feedstock layer, h f , is calculated via equation 5.2.

h f =
ṁ

Nr · ωd · ρb · Ad
(5.2)

In equation 5.2, Ad is the area of the die’s inner surface, and ρb is the bulk
density of the feedstock.

Pelleting Energy Calculation

Based on the static and kinetic friction phases in figure 5.1, a simple expres-
sion for calculating the energy consumption is proposed, which is derived
from the simplified friction plot in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the pelleting force with a simplified transition between the static (com-
pression) and kinetic (extrusion) phase (figure from paper E [79]).

In figure 5.3, Fp is the static pelleting force and xp is its corresponding
position, Fe is the kinetic pelleting force and xe is the position where the press
stops. The difference between xp and xe can be interpreted as the thickness
of the compressed feedstock layer, h f c.

From the simplified friction plot in figure 5.3, the mass-specific energy
consumption, w, is calculated using equation 5.3.

w =
Ec + Fe · h f c

m f
(5.3)

In equation 5.3, Ec is the energy required to compress the feedstock. In figure
5.3, Ec is equal to the blue-colored area in the compression phase, and the
product of Fe and h f c is the red-colored area, which is the friction work. In
this study, the values for h f are used instead of h f c, since the compressed
heights of the feedstock layers are unknown.

The expression of h f is directly correlated to m f , causing that the mass-
specific friction work in equation 5.3 is constant, if assuming Fe to be inde-
pendent of m f . Hence, it is only the compression energy that depends on m f ,
as shown in equation 5.4.

w =
Ec

m f
+ Fe ·

Nch
Ad · ρb

(5.4)

Pellet Durability Calculation

Handling and transportation of pellets include impacts and wear of the pel-
lets, which may release particles from the pellets ends, reducing the dura-
bility of the pellets. Observations from the analysis of feedstock layer pro-
files, described in section 4.3, showed that the shapes of the pellet ends were
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similar to the layer profiles and that the pellets tend to break between the
feedstock layers. Based on this observation, the number of compressed feed-
stock layers in a pellet is thought to affect the pellet durability, since more
layers could cause more pellet breaks. To test this hypothesis, a simple em-
pirical expression of the pellet durability is set up in equation 5.5, where m f
is inversely proportional to a fitting parameter, a.

Durability = 100 − a
m f

(5.5)

The expressions set up in equation 5.3 and 5.5, are fitted to experimen-
tal data from pelleting tests, to investigate if the proposed equations can be
validated and if the effects of the feedstock layer are as assumed.

5.2 Pellet Press Set Up and Tests

An experimental setup with a 15 kW ring die pellet press was build as a part
of the work in this Ph.D. project. The pellet press is equipped with frequency
drives on the main motor and feed-screw motor, to allow a controlled varia-
tion of the rotational die speed and mass flow rate of the feedstock. Figure
5.4a shows a photo of the setup, where the feedstock is conveyed from the
hopper to the pellet press. On top of the pellet press, the feedstock is fed into
a conditioner, where steam can be added to the feedstock, which is supplied
from a 15 kW electrical steam boiler. After the conditioner, the feedstock is
feed into the press chamber of the die, which is shown in figure 5.4b. In the
press chamber, the scrapers’ positions are adjusted to distribute the feedstock
evenly in front of the rollers. The gap between die and roller is adjusted by
the angular position of the latch on each roller.

After the pellet press, the pellets are conveyed to a pellet cooler, where a
suction hose generates an airflow through the pellet bed and cools the pellets.
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(a) Pellet press test setup (figure from paper E [79]).
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(b) Press chamber of the pellet press.

Figure 5.4: Photos of the pellet press setup and the press chamber.
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Pelleting Tests

Pelleting test was performed with spruce, with a moisture content of approx-
imately 9.9% on wet basis (w.b), and no steam conditioning.

The specifications and applied settings of the pellet press and die for the
pelleting tests are listed in table 5.1. A full-factorial test of rotational die
speed, feedstock mass flow rate, and roller gap was performed, where each
factor was tested at three levels:

• Rotational die speed: 60 Hz, 48 Hz, and 36 Hz, corresponding to 5.10
m/s, 4.08 m/s, and 3.06 m/s. Plus, two tests at 24 Hz (2.04 m/s).

• Feedstock mass flow rate: 90 kg/h, 120 kg/h, and 150 kg/h.

• Roller gap: 0.2 mm, 0.9 mm, and 1.6 mm.

Due to problems with the frequency converter, only two tests were per-
formed at a rotational die speed of 24 Hz. A total of 29 pelleting tests were
performed, and approximately 1.5 tons of pellets were produced.

Table 5.1: Pellet press and die configurations (table from paper E [79]).

Pellet press

Feed-screw capacity 150 kg/h
Press motor power 15 kW
No. of rollers 2 pcs.
Roller gap 0.0-1.6 mm
Die speed 3.1-5.1 m/s
Inner die diameter 250 mm
Die width 26 mm
No. of press channels 252 pcs.

Die press channels

Diameter 6 mm
Length 35 mm
Inlet angle, β 60◦

Inlet depth, h 1.6 mm

During the tests, the power consumption of the pellet press main motor
was monitored and recorded for five minutes when reaching a steady level
for each test. A sample of pellets was collected from each test to measure the
bulk density of the pellets according to ISO 17828:2015 [81] and the feedstock
mass flow rate. The mechanical durability of the pellets was measured ac-
cording to ISO 17831-1:2015 [82] and was measured three times for each test
sample.
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A comparison of pellet length was performed by measuring the average
pellet length for each test using image processing. The image processing
was performed by spreading a sample of pellets on a white paper with a
size of 297x210 mm which was photographed with a resolution of 4608x3456
pixels. The software Matlab was used to process the pellet images. The
pellet lengths were calculated by measuring the longitudinal and diametral
dimensions of each pellet, and assuming the average diametral dimension
of the pellets to be 6 mm. The image processing steps are illustrated in
figure 5.5. Figure 5.5a and 5.5b show the raw photo of the pellets and the
corresponding binary image. The red dots in figure 5.5b indicates that the
distance between two pellets is too small, and thereby are excluded from the
analysis. The distribution of the pellet lengths is shown in figure 5.5c.

The image processing method allows many pellets to be analyzed in a
short amount of time compared to manual techniques as caliber measure-
ments. The image processing method requires that the pellets are lying on
the side. However, tiny pellets may face an end upwards, and therefore will
appear to have a length equal to its diameter.
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(b) Processed binary image.
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(c) Plot of pellet length distribution.

Figure 5.5: Image analysis of a pellet sample produced with die speed 3.08 m/s, mass flow rate
90 kg/h, and roller gap 0.2 mm (figure from paper E [79]).
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Results of Pelleting Tests

The tests with roller gaps of 0.9 mm and 1.6 mm caused vibrations of the pel-
let press, which increased when the die speed was increased. Hence, the test
at 60 Hz with a roller gap of 1.6 mm was suspended, and no pellet durability
was measured for this test and the corresponding 48 Hz test. The vibrations
might be caused by a roller slip, which appears when the peripheral speed
of the roller is lower than the die speed.

Mass-Specific Energy Consumption

The mass-specific energy consumptions from the pelleting tests are plotted
in figure 5.6, where equation 5.3 is fitted to the experimental data for each
roller gap. The error bars in the figure indicate the standard deviation of the
measurements.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental data of the specific energy consumption and plots of equation 5.3 for
each roller gap setting (table from paper E [79]).

The plot in figure 5.6 shows that the specific energy consumption of the
pellet press decreases when the thickness of the feedstock layer increases.
This tendency is observed for all three roller gap settings, where it also is
seen that the specific energy consumption increases when the size of the
roller gap is increased. The three plots of equation 5.3 in figure 5.6 show the
same tendency of energy consumption as the experimental data.

The fitted coefficients of the compression energy, Ec, and the kinetic pel-
leting force, Fe, in equation 5.3, are listed in table 5.2.

The values of Ec in table 5.2 indicates an increase of compression energy
when increasing the roller gap. A thicker layer of the compressed feedstock
on the die, when increasing the roller gap, may increase Fp, which increases
the compression energy. The fitted values of the kinetic pelleting force, Fe, in
table 5.2 is slightly decreasing when the size of the roller gap is increased.
This might be caused by differences in the friction force, since the energy
consumption increases, and thereby the die temperature is likely to be higher,
which may affect the friction. Since the regression of equation 5.3 is based on
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Table 5.2: Regression results of equation 5.3 and the experimental data (table from paper E [79]).

Roller gap Coefficient r2 RMSE
Ec Fe

0.2 mm 250.8 0.1241 0.8585 6.2928
0.9 mm 270.0 0.1226 0.6324 10.2289
1.6 mm 327.0 0.0987 0.5842 9.5650

h f , and not the correct parameter h f c, the coefficients in table 5.2 can only be
taken as relative differences when changing the roller gap, and not absolute
values. The vibrations that were observed for the 0.9 mm and 1.6 mm roller
gap tests might explain the larger error bars for some of the data in figure
5.6, and the lower values of r2 compared to the roller gap of 0.2 mm in table
5.2.

The general level of the measured specific energy consumptions are higher
than the typical 30-60 kWh/ton consumed by industrial pellet presses [21–
24], which could be caused by the feedstock not being conditioned before
pelleting [20], and differences in the feedstock layer in the pilot-scale pellet
press and industrial pellet presses.

Pellet Durability

Figure 5.7 shows a plot of the pellet durabilities and values of m f , together
with three fits of equation 5.5. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the durability measurements.
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Figure 5.7: Experimental data points of the pellet durability and plots of equation 5.5 for each
roller gap setting (table from paper E [79]).

The plot in figure 5.7 shows that the pellet durability increases when the
mass of the feedstock layer is increased and that increasing the roller gap
decreases the pellet durability. The effect of the roller gap on pellet durability
is opposite to what was reported by Kaliyan et al. [18], who stated that the
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durability of feed pellets increased when increasing the roller gap up to 2-
2.5 mm. The difference might be explained by differences between feed and
biomass, where pelleting of feed requires 3-4 times less energy than biomass
pelleting [24]. Generally, the durability of the pellets are low compared to
the requirements of ISO 17225-2:2014 [10], which is likely caused by the low
feedstock moisture content of 9.9% (w.b) [16], and no steam conditioning of
the feedstock.

The plots of equation 5.5 in figure 5.7 fits well to the experimental data,
suggesting that there is a correlation between the pellet durability and the
mass of the feedstock layers in the pellets. The fitted coefficients of a in
equation 5.5 are listed in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Regression results of equation 5.5 and the experimental data (table from paper E [79]).

Roller gap
Coefficient,
a

r2 RMSE

0.2 mm 0.1021 0.8221 1.2867
0.9 mm 0.1921 0.8111 2.7158
1.6 mm 0.3406 0.8784 2.6887

Bulk Density and Pellet Length

Figure 5.8 shows the measured bulk density of the pellet samples. No clear
correlation between the bulk density and the feedstock layer was observed.
However, the die speed and roller gap showed to affect the bulk density,
which is shown by the plot in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Effect of roller gap and die speed on the pellet bulk density (figure from paper E [79]).

Figure 5.8 shows that the bulk density decreases when the die speed and
roller gap are increased. Generally, the bulk densities in figure 5.8 fulfill the
minimum requirement of 600 kg/m3 in ISO 17225-2:2014 [10].
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The results of the pellet length measurements and corresponding feed-
stock layers are plotted in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Plot of average pellet length and feedstock layer with linear fits for each roller gap
size (figure from paper E [79]).

The linear functions in figure 5.9 are fitted to the data for each of the three
roller gap sizes. The plot shows that there is a positive correlation between
the average pellet length and the feedstock layer, while a negative correlation
is observed for the size of the roller gap.

The pellet length is likely correlated to the adhesion or bonding strength
between the feedstock layers. Thus, the correlations in figure 5.9 may be
caused by poor adhesion between the feedstock layers of the pellets that have
the smallest feedstock layers, and are produced with the largest roller gap
size. A reason for low adhesion strength could be a decrease of the pellet
moisture content, due to increased frictional heating in the die, caused by
the increased specific energy consumption of the pellet press, when running
with thin feedstock layers and a high roller gap.

Hence, increased drying and poor adhesion between the feedstock layers
could also explain the effects of roller gap and feedstock layer on the pellet
durability in figure 5.7.

Contribution

From tests using a pilot-scale pellet press, the results are as follows:

• The specific energy consumption of the pellet press is negatively corre-
lated to the thickness of the feedstock layer on the die and is positively
correlated to the size of the roller gap.

• The pellet durability is positively correlated to the thickness of the feed-
stock layer and is negatively correlated to the roller gap size.

• The bulk density of the pellets is negatively correlated to rotational die
speed and the size of the roller gap.
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• The average pellet length is positively correlated to the thickness of the
feedstock layer on the die and is negatively correlated to the size of the
roller gap.

• Empirical functions presented for the pellet durability and mass-specific
energy consumption of the pellet press were found to match the exper-
imental data.

These findings are applicable to the pellet industry, where the feedstock
layer can be used as a parameter to reduce the energy consumption of the
pellet press and increase the pellet durability. However, an optimum has yet
to be found, since an upper limit of the feedstock layer thickness must exist,
related to the size of the die and rollers.

The size of the roller gap should not be above 0.2 mm in terms of opti-
mizing energy consumption and pellet durability. However, eliminating the
gap between die and roller could cause significant wear due to direct contact
between the rotating parts.

urldate = 01/08/2020,
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Closing
Remarks

The gathered conclusion of the studies in this thesis is presented in this chapter.

This thesis considers the effects of die design and process parameters in
biomass pelleting. By reviewing the current state-of-the-art, experiments
and models have been developed to qualitative and quantitatively analyze
selected design and process parameters of the pelleting process.

The main contributions lie within:

• The 1D model for simulation of pelleting pressure in press channels
with a conical inlet.

• The literature review in paper B, leading to an identification of research
gaps.

• The constitutive model for simulating the viscoplastic behavior of biomass
in paper C.

• The CFD model and experimental analysis of feedstock layers in pellets
presented in paper D.

• The experimental analysis of the feedstock layers thickness and roller
gap size using a pilot-scale pellet press in paper E.

The literature review showed that die parameters, such as the die area
and the inlet design of the press channel, are rarely considered in pelleting
studies. However, a few studies have indicated that the press channel in-
let has a significant effect on energy consumption, and also affect the pellet
durability.
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The methods for calculation of the pelleting pressure in press channels
were found to be based on a set of equations that all utilize the same govern-
ing properties of the feedstock and only apply for calculation of the pelleting
pressure in a pure cylindrical press channel.

A 1D model was developed, which accounts for the design of the conical
press channel inlet. Simulations performed with the 1D model show that the
pressure in the press channel peaks at the transition between the press chan-
nel inlet and the cylindrical part of the press channel, which also is where the
wear is concentrated. Also, the model is capable of simulating the feedstock
density and the mass-specific energy consumption, which is calculated from
the frictional and compressional work exerted in the press channel. However,
the mass-specific energy consumption found from the simulations indicates
that the model needs further development due to the overestimation of the
frictional work exerted in the press channel. The presented model does not
account for the dynamics of the start-stop motion of the feedstock in the press
channel, which probably is the main reason for the overestimated energy con-
sumption.

The study of the press channel inlet was continued, by qualitatively ana-
lyzing the feedstock layer shapes in pellets produced from continuous single
pelleting tests. The layer shapes in pellets produced from dies with different
inlet designs were quantified by the kurtosis of the layer shape, which was
introduced as a shape factor. The kurtosis was found to correlate with the
durability of the pellets and the inlet design of the press channel. Hence, the
layer shapes have been shown to compose a link between the inlet design and
the pellet durability.

In the study of feedstock layer shapes, the motion of the feedstock in the
press channel was simulated using a CFD model, where a simplified Bing-
ham model was utilized to model the feedstock viscosity. The CFD model
provides valuable insight to the feedstock motion inside the press channel,
and together with the experimental analysis of layer shapes, regions of stag-
nant feedstock on the inactive part of the die surface were observed together
with cases of stagnant feedstock creating a new secondary inlet angle, de-
fined by the interface between moving and stagnant feedstock.

With further investigation, the presented CFD model can form the basis
for simulations of larger sections of the die, where the feedstock motion be-
tween press channels can be investigated to clarify effects between the die
surface and the roller.

Via experimental tests using a pilot-scale pellet press, the effects of the
start-stop motion in the press channel were investigated. It was found that
the mass-specific energy consumption of the pellet press decreases when the
thickness of the feedstock layer on the die is increased, which is equivalent
to reducing the number of start-stop movements in the press channel. The
trend observed from the experimental results was also shown with a simple
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empirical expression of the mass-specific energy consumption based on the
static and kinetic friction in the press channel. The results support the idea
that the neglected effect of the start-stop motion in the presented 1D model
is causing the overestimation of frictional work in the simulations.

The pellet press tests also showed a positive correlation between the thick-
ness of the feedstock layer and the mechanical durability of the pellets. Hence,
the thickness of the feedstock layer is considered to be an important param-
eter in the pelleting process. In the extend of this study, industry-scale tests
are ongoing to analyze the effects of the feedstock layer further, and the pos-
sibility to reduce the energy consumption of pellet presses.

A Maxwell representation of the SLS constitutive model with two springs
and a dashpot was found capable of simulating the visco-plastic behavior of
the biomass. A pseudo spring porosity was developed and applied to the SLS
Maxwell model for modeling the nonlinear elastic properties of biomass. By
fitting the model to experimental compression tests, mechanical properties
of spruce with different particle sizes were derived, and one of the model’s
spring coefficients was found to correlate to the energy required for com-
pressing the biomass. Also, the stress relaxation of the feedstock, quantified
by the mass-specific dashpot work, was found to be lowest for pellet pro-
duced with small particles, which also had the highest durability.

A trend in the industry of biomass pelleting is that the share of non-
woody feedstock used for pellet production is increasing [1], causing a wider
variety of the feedstock base, which also is shown by many recent studies
of different feedstock types, such as sugarcane bagasse [83], harvest residues
of corn [84], lemon trees [85], cassava rhizome [86], tree-leafs [87], and fruit
and vegetable waste [88]. Combined with compression tests, the presented
constitutive model can be used as a tool for deriving and comparing the
mechanical properties of different types of feedstock. With further work,
these properties can be applied to the 1D model to simulate die performance
and facilitate a quicker design phase for the production of customized die
designs for a specific feedstock.
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